
INCLUDED IN AEROCUT X:

Perforating Unit
The Aerocut X includes 2 perfing wheels. It enables the machine to 
perforate sheets along the feeding direction.

Barcode Reader
Aerocut X can read barcodes printed on the leading edge of prints. Its 
check function alerts the operator when it detects a mismatch between the 
print and machine settings. The change function automatically adjusts the 
machine settings according to the barcode scanned and the job recalled. 

LYTROD Intellicut 1 Year License & LAN connector
The Aerocut X comes with a PC software that allows operators the ability to 
impose, format, and add personalized information to documents for fast and 
efficient finishing on the X. Job programs are sent to the Aerocut through 
ethernet.

Large Color Touch Screen 
The 7” color touch screen provides excellent visibility and operability. The 
newly designed user interface makes it easy for an operator to fine-tune 
settings according to a print job.

Expandable Feed Tray
The expandable feed tray can accommodate paper up to 29.5” in length. 
Most paper printed on today’s digital printers can easily be finished on 
the Aerocut X. This allows the customer to add creative value to new 
applications. 

Ultrasonic Sensor
The ultrasonic sensor precisely checks for double feeds, even if the machine 
is fed black or colored paper.

Ejection Pause Function
The ejection pause function allows the first card to be paused at the 
machine’s eject port. This new feature helps an operator to place the card 
guide plates exactly where they should be according to the card width.

Patented Feeding Mechanism
The patented Tri-suction Feeding Mechanism does not require complicated 
double feed adjustments. Just load paper, select the volume of air, and 
the paper will be fed consistently. It also helps prevent the machine from 
stopping due to double feed or paper jams.

Easy Maintenance 
The Aerocut X has detachable rollers, not only making cleaning easy, but it 
gives better access to components in case of a paper jam. Similarly, each 
perforation and creasing unit can be removed too.
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